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ABSTRACT 

 

System Design of a Wide Bandwidth Continuous-Time Sigma-Delta Modulator. 

 (May 2010) 

Vijayaramalingam Periasamy, B.Tech, National Institute of Technology,  

Tiruchirappalli, India 

Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Aydin I. Karsilayan 

 

Sigma-delta analog-to-digital converters are gaining in popularity in recent times 

because of their ability to trade-off resolutions in the time and voltage domains. In 

particular, continuous-time modulators are finding more acceptance at higher 

bandwidths due to the additional advantages they provide, such as better power 

efficiency and inherent anti-aliasing filtering, compared to their discrete-time 

counterparts. 

This thesis work presents the system level design of a continuous-time low-pass sigma-

delta modulator targeting 11 bits of resolution over 100MHz signal bandwidth. The 

design considerations and tradeoffs involved at the system level are presented. The 

individual building blocks in the modulators are modeled with non-idealities and 

specifications for the various blocks are obtained in detail. Simulation results obtained 

from behavioral models of the system in MATLAB and Cadence environment show that 

a signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) of 69.6dB is achieved. 

A loop filter composed of passive LC sections is utilized in place of integrators or 

resonators used in traditional modulator implementations. Gain in the forward signal 

path is realized using active circuits based on simple transconductance stages. A novel 

method to compensate for excess delay in the loop without using an extra summing 

amplifier is proposed.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Technological evolution in the semiconductor industry in the past couple of decades has 

been following Moore‟s law, which aims to pack higher digital functionality into a 

smaller area coupled with smaller power consumption continuously over time. This has 

made available vast amount of computing power in the digital realm that has resulted in 

many applications going „digital‟, such as storage and communications. This shift is 

especially apparent in the field of communication where there is a push to perform as 

much of the processing in the digital domain as possible, with little RF and analog pre-

processing. This fact is highlighted in Fig. 1 that compares the traditional super-

heterodyne receiver architecture with that of software defined radio. 

ADC
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Band 

select 

filter

LNA Image 

reject 

filter

LO1 LO2

IF BPF IF amp Anti-

aliasing 

filter

Digital 

out

Super-heterodyne architecture

IF 

ADC

Antenna

Band 

select 

filter

LNA Image 

reject 

filter

LO1

Digital 

out

Software-defined radio  

Figure 1 Comparison of radio architectures 

As can be seen in the Fig. 1, in the traditional architecture, digitization is preceded by 

significant analog processing (down-conversion, filtering, and amplification). In the 

more digital intensive software-defined radio architecture, the  signal  is  digitized  much 

____________ 
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earlier enabling the performing of filtering and amplification operations in digital with 

more flexibility. This however places much higher requirements of bandwidth and 

dynamic range on the analog-to-digital converter. Also, the quest for higher data rates is 

leading to the proliferation of standards with larger signal bandwidths. This again 

reinforces the need for wide bandwidth analog-to-digital converters. 

Traditionally, ADCs with sampling rates in the range of 100MSPS and above have been 

Nyquist-sampling based ones. However, the use of oversampling ADCs in their place 

can provide power and cost improvements at the system level because of their inherent 

advantages like simpler anti-aliasing filtering. As mentioned above, there has been 

tremendous advancement in silicon technologies in the past decade. This results in the 

availability of very fast devices that gives additional motivation to use oversampling 

converters that make use of resolution in the time domain while trading off with 

resolution in the voltage domain. 

Oversampling ADCs can be divided into two categories based on the point in the signal 

chain where sampling takes place: discrete-time (DT), which are built using switched-

capacitor filters and continuous-time (CT), which, as their name suggests, are 

implemented using continuous-time filters. CT sigma-delta ADCs are becoming more 

popular recently than DT ADCs primarily because of their reduced settling time 

requirements that results in better power efficiency. Also, they present a constant load to 

the previous driver stage in place of the switching capacitive load in case of discrete-

time sigma-delta modulators. This results in additional power savings in the driver stage. 

In addition, they have some other advantages like inherent anti-aliasing and reduced 

sample-and-hold requirements. However, they do have some drawbacks like increased 

sensitivity to clock jitter, susceptibility to time constant variations and excess loop delay. 

In spite of these shortcomings, there has been a tremendous interest in continuous-time 

sigma-delta ADCs as seen by papers published in the recent literature [1-10].   

In this work, the design of a wide-bandwidth (100MHz) continuous-time sigma-delta 

modulator providing 11 bits of resolution is presented. The loop filter is designed using 
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passive LC sections instead of the conventional implementation using active integrators 

or resonators. The system level design is done in MATLAB using the ∑∆ toolbox. 

Excess loop delay is a critical issue in continuous-time modulators, especially when the 

loop is being operated at a high sampling frequency. In this work, a novel scheme to 

compensate for excess loop delay is presented. 

1.1 Thesis organization 

The organization of the thesis is highlighted next. 

Section 2 presents an overview of analog-to-digital conversion. The concepts of 

oversampling and noise shaping are introduced. A literature survey of recent wide 

bandwidth sigma-delta modulators is presented as well. 

Section 3 presents the system design of a continuous-time sigma-delta modulator. The 

use of tools such as MATLAB and Verilog-A in the design process is highlighted. 

Section 4 presents the incorporation of non-idealities into the ideal model built in the 

previous section. Specifications for the individual building blocks are derived in this 

section. 

Section 5 focuses on the problem of excess loop delay in continuous-time sigma-delta 

modulators. Various compensation methods found in literature and the method proposed 

in this work are detailed. 

Section 6 summarizes the work by presenting the entire system along with the 

specifications for the individual blocks. 

Section 7 presents the conclusions and also some directions for future work. 
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2. OVERSAMPLING ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

2.1 Introduction 

Signals in the real world like sound, temperature and pressure are analog in nature. 

However, with the progress in semiconductor technology and the availability of vast 

processing power in the digital domain, more and more signal processing operations are 

performed on the digital side. Digital signals, by their very nature, are defined only at 

discrete instances of time and can only take discrete values of amplitude as opposed to 

the continuous-time, continuous-amplitude nature of analog signals. Analog-to-digital 

converters serve as the interface between these two domains. A typical signal processing 

chain is shown in Fig. 2. 

Anti-aliasing 

filter

Sample & 

Hold
Quantizer

Analog in Digital out

 

Figure 2 Signal processing chain 

Assume that the input analog signal has useful content up to a frequency of fb. The 

sample and hold block in Fig. 2 performs the operation of converting the continuous-

time signal into discrete-time. To perform this operation without a loss of information, 

the sampling frequency has to satisfy the following relationship as specified by the 

Nyquist criterion.  

 𝑓𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 ≥ 2. 𝑓𝑏  (2.1)  

Note that the above criterion makes sure that the required signal content less than the 

frequency fb is not lost due to sampling. However, if the input signal has other frequency 

content higher than fb, the sampled signal can be corrupted due to a process known as 

aliasing. The anti-aliasing filter (AAF) in the signal chain prior to the sample and hold 
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block prevents this from happening by removing any frequencies higher than fb before it 

is sampled. 

The output of the sample and hold block, while being discrete in time, still spans a 

continuous range of values in amplitude. The conversion from continuous to discrete 

amplitudes is done by the quantizer. While the discretization process in time is lossless, 

the operation of the quantizer is inherently lossy. The error introduced by this 

quantization process is dependent on the number of levels in the quantizer.  

Assume that the quantizer has a full-scale value of ±Vref and outputs N digital bits. The 

step size, ∆, of such a quantizer is given by, 

 
∆=

2𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓

2𝑁
 (2.2)  

In such a quantizer, the error, ε, introduced in the quantization operation at every 

sampling instant will lie in the range (-∆/2, ∆/2). Even though we know the value of the 

quantization error at sampling instant, if the input signal is sufficiently „busy‟, then the 

behavior of the quantization error can be considered a white noise process with the 

probability density function as shown in Fig. 3 [11]. 

Pε

∆/2-∆/2

1/∆

0 ε
 

Figure 3 Quantization noise probability density function 

The quantization noise introduced can hence be computed as, 
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𝜎𝜀
2 =  𝜖2.

1

∆

∆
2

−
∆
2

. 𝑑𝜀 =
∆2

12
 (2.3)  

Assuming that the input to the quantizer is a full-scale sine wave, the power of such a 

signal is given by (𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓
2 /2). Knowing the power of the signal and the quantization noise 

introduced, the signal to quantization noise can be obtained as, 

 

𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅 =  

 2𝑁−1∆ 2

2
∆2

12

=
3

2
. 22𝑁 (2.4)  

Expressed in dB, the above equation turns into the more familiar expression relating 

SNR with an equivalent number of bits. 

 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅  𝑑𝐵 = 6.02𝑁 + 1.76 (2.5)  

The above principle is used in a number of ADC architectures to perform analog-to-

digital conversion. Such ADCs with sampling rate equal to twice the signal bandwidth 

are called Nyquist-rate ADCs. 

2.2 Oversampling 

In the previous section, the expression for quantization noise power was obtained. Since 

this noise is considered as a white noise process, the power is distributed equally across 

all frequencies from DC to half the sampling rate, i.e. the entire signal bandwidth. If the 

signal were to be sampled at a rate higher than the Nyquist rate (2 * signal bandwidth), 

the same quantization noise power is spread over a higher frequency range. Hence the 

noise within the frequency of interest gets reduced and the signal-to-quantization noise 

ratio (SQNR) can be improved a shown in Fig. 4 [11]. 
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S(f)

fb-fb

∆
2
/12 * 1/fsample

0 freqfsample-fsample

In-band 

quantization noise

 

Figure 4 Oversampled quantization noise power spectral density profile 

The improvement in SQNR due to oversampling is quantified by, 

 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅  𝑑𝐵 = 6.02𝑁 + 1.76 + 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑂𝑆𝑅 (2.6)  

where, 𝑂𝑆𝑅 =  
𝑓𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒

2𝑓𝑏
 (2.7)  

For example, oversampling improves SQNR at the rate of 3dB/octave or 0.5bit/octave. 

2.3 Noise shaping 

The section above shows the advantages that can be obtained through oversampling. As 

an example, say we want to increase the resolution of a 6 bit converter by 6 bits over a 

bandwidth of 2MHz. From the relations shown above, we need 12 octaves of OSR, i.e. a 

sampling frequency of 16.3Gsamples/s. This kind of implementation will be very 

expensive in terms of power. 

A more effective way of improving resolution is by using some method that would shape 

the quantization noise out of the signal band. This is the principle of sigma-delta data 

converters. A simple block diagram of a first order sigma-delta converter is shown in 

Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5 First order sigma-delta modulator 

In Fig. 5, the quantization noise is considered as an additive noise. The model in Fig. 5 is 

that of a linear system with 2 inputs and 1 output. The output can hence be expressed as, 

 𝑣 = 𝑆𝑇𝐹. 𝑢 + 𝑁𝑇𝐹. 𝜀 (2.8)  

where, STF and NTF refer to the signal transfer function and noise transfer function 

respectively and are given by,  

 𝑆𝑇𝐹 =  
𝑉 𝑧 

𝑈 𝑧 
=

𝐻 𝑧 

1 + 𝐻 𝑧 
= 𝑧−1  (2.9)  

 𝑁𝑇𝐹 =
𝑉 𝑧 

𝛦 𝑧 
=

1

1 + 𝐻 𝑧 
= 1 − 𝑧−1  (2.10)  

As seen in equations (2.9) and (2.10), the signal and quantization noise have different 

transfer functions to the output. While the signal appears unchanged at the output with 

just a delay, the noise is shaped as shown in Fig. 6.  
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Figure 6 First order modulator quantization noise profile 

Upon integrating the noise over the frequency of interest, the total noise is obtained as, 

 
𝜎𝜖

2 =
∆2

12
.

1

𝑂𝑆𝑅3
.
𝜋2

3
 (2.11)  

Expressing as SQNR, we can see that we get an improvement in SQNR of 9dB/octave 

(1.5bit/octave) of oversampling. 

In the above example, the quantization noise is shaped out of band by a first order 

transfer function. We can obtain further improvements in resolution by using higher 

orders of noise shaping. For example, by using an L
th 

order loop filter, we can obtain an 

NTF given by, 

 𝑁𝑇𝐹 =   1 − 𝑧−1 𝐿 (2.12)  

The SQNR in such a case is given by [12], 

 𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 6.02𝑁 + 1.76 +  20𝐿 + 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑂𝑆𝑅

− 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10

𝜋2𝐿

2𝐿 + 1
 

(2.13)  

Hence, the SQNR will improve at the rate of (L+0.5) bits/octave of oversampling in the 

case of an L
th

 order sigma-delta modulator. 
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2.4 Types of sigma-delta modulators 

In the previous section, the modulators considered were implemented using loop filters 

that were composed of discrete-time integrators. Hence it is a sampled data system and 

the sampling for such a system happens at the input of the modulator. These modulators 

are known as discrete-time (DT) sigma-delta modulators. They are implemented using 

switched-capacitor techniques. They are very popular for use at low frequencies for 

applications such as audio signal processing. At such low signal frequencies (20kHz), 

they make use of a high oversampling ratio (of the order of 128 or higher) and an 

inherently linear 1-bit quantizer/DAC to obtain resolutions of the order of 20 bits or 

higher.  

Because of their implementation using switched capacitor circuits, the amplifiers used in 

the integrator structures need to have a unity gain frequency (UGF) of the order of 10 

times the sampling frequency to obtain sufficient settling to the desired accuracy. As a 

result, when the same architecture is extended to higher frequencies, the UGF 

requirements become very high resulting in very high power consumption. Hence an 

approach that avoids the switching action and the settling requirements is necessary. 

Continuous-time sigma-delta modulators process data using continuous-time filters and 

the sampling operation is performed after the filter within the loop. Since the input now 

processes continuous data instead of one that is switching, the UGF requirements are 

relaxed. This makes them very suitable for use in high bandwidth applications. Also, 

since the sampling action occurs within the loop, any errors due to sampling are 

introduced at the same point as quantization noise. Hence these errors undergo the same 

transfer function and are hence noise shaped outside the frequency band of interest. 

Sigma-delta converters, by their very oversampling nature, relax the anti-aliasing 

requirements significantly in comparison to Nyquist-rate converters. Continuous-time 

sigma-delta converters have the additional advantage that they provide inherent anti-

aliasing as well.  
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For all the advantages compared to their discrete-time counterparts, continuous-time 

modulators have their own distinct drawbacks as well. The time-constants defining the 

pole locations are defined by capacitor ratios in DT modulators. These can be accurate to 

the order of 1% in modern technologies. However, the same pole locations are defined 

by RC products in CT modulators and these can have variations of the order of ±20%. 

Hence tuning for setting the proper pole locations is often necessary. CT modulators are 

also susceptible to error introduced due to clock jitter while DT modulators are not. 

2.5 Literature survey 

Table 1 Brief summary of wide bandwidth sigma-delta modulators 

Year Technology Sampling 

Freq (Hz) 

Bandwidth 

(Hz) 

SNR 

(dB) 

SNDR 

(dB) 

Power 

(mW) 

1998[1] InGaAs 

HEMT 

5G 100M 43 39 400 

2001[2] InGaAs HBT 18G 500M - 42 * 1500 

2003[3] InP HBT 8G 250M - 40 1800 

2006[4] SiGe HBT 20G 312.5M 30.5 - 490 

2009[5] SiGe HBT 35G 100M 58.9 53.1 350 

2006[6] 130nm CMOS 640M 20M 76 74 20 

2007[7] 180nm CMOS 400M 25M 53 52 18 

2008[8] 90nm CMOS 420M 20M 72 70 27.9 

2009[9] 65nm CMOS 250M 20M 62 60 10.5 

2009[10] 130nm CMOS 900M 20M 81.2 78.1 87 

* Two-tone SNR 

As shown in Table 1, there has been tremendous amount of work going on in the field of 

continuous-time sigma-delta modulators trying to achieve high bandwidths at reasonable 

power consumption.   
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Because of the widespread use of CMOS technology for digital applications, it has 

emerged as the technology of choice for cost-conscious designs as it enables easy 

integration with further downstream digital processing. This is shown by publications 

such as [6-10] showing modulator implementations in the most advanced process 

technology nodes. Note that, recently there have been novel ideas [9-10] that make use 

of the high speed capability of the latest CMOS technologies to harness resolution in the 

time domain instead of being limited to just that in  amplitude. Although these CMOS 

implementations achieve high resolutions with low power consumption, the bandwidths 

achieved are limited to the 20-25MHz range. 

Works reported in [1-3] have achieved medium resolutions over very wide bandwidths 

(>100MHz). They make use of exotic III-V process technologies for their ability to 

provide very high speed operation. However, as of now, these technologies are limited in 

their use to niche applications and hence tend to be very expensive. Also, the power 

consumptions shown are quite high (>1W) [2-3]. 
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3. SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN OF MODULATOR 

In the last decade, sigma-delta modulators were primarily discrete-time in nature and 

hence were implemented using switched-capacitor techniques. Only in the recent past, 

with the push towards higher bandwidths together with higher power efficiency, have 

continuous-time modulators become more prominent. Because of the wide usage of 

switched-capacitor modulators, design methodologies for DT modulators have been very 

well studied and many tools geared for the same have also been developed, e.g. the ΔΣ 

MATLAB toolbox by Richard Schreier [13], DAISY [14] etc. Hence, during the design 

of loop filters for continuous-time modulators as well, it is more common to first obtain 

a DT loop filter and then use the impulse-invariant transformation to convert the same 

into a CT loop filter. This approach is followed in this work as well. However, it should 

be noted that this is not the only way to design continuous-time modulators and the 

design of the same can be done entirely in the CT domain as shown by [15], [16]. 

3.1 Design considerations 

The target in this work is to realize a continuous-time sigma-delta modulator with the 

specifications shown in Table 2 in 180nm BiCMOS technology.  

Table 2 Specifications 

Performance parameter Targeted specification 

Bandwidth 100 MHz 

Resolution 11 bits 

Power consumption < 500mW 

 

For this purpose, the first step in the design process is to obtain an optimum noise 

transfer function (NTF) with the major system level parameters as the variables. At the 

system level, the variables to be considered are over-sampling ratio (OSR), number of 

bits in the internal quantizer (N), order of the loop (L) and the aggressiveness of the 
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noise shaping (determined by the out-of-band gain of the NTF) [12]. This optimization is 

performed by using the MATLAB toolbox by Richard Schreier to obtain the best NTF. 

The roles played by the variables mentioned above will be highlighted in the next few 

paragraphs. The signal-to-quantization ratio (SQNR) of an L
th

 order modulator 

incorporating an N-bit internal quantizer operating with an oversampling ratio of OSR is 

shown as:  

 

𝑆𝑄𝑁𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 6.02𝑁 + 1.76 +  20𝐿 + 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10𝑂𝑆𝑅

− 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10

𝜋2𝐿

2𝐿 + 1
 

(3.1)  

From equation (3.1), we can see that increase in the order of the modulator leads to a 

higher SQNR. However, higher order modulators are more difficult to stabilize and 

usually the order of the system is limited to 5. 

Similarly, increasing the OSR of the design provides a better SQNR. However, the 

maximum speed of operation is usually limited by technology to some finite value. Also, 

operation at higher speeds leads to higher power dissipation. 

Along the same lines, we would like to have more number of bits in the internal 

quantizer to obtain small quantizaton noise. However the power and area of the 

implementation of quantizers rise exponentially with increase in the number of bits. 

Also, higher number of bits in the quantizer places more stringent requirements on the 

DAC elements used in the feedback path. 

The aggressiveness of the noise shaping is determined by the maximum gain of the NTF 

outside the signal band (NTFmax). A higher value of NTFmax tends to push more of the 

quantization noise from the signal band to higher frequencies. The downside is that 

higher values of NTFmax tend to degrade the performance of the modulator when jitter in 

the system clock is taken into account. This will be discussed in more detail in section 4. 
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Based on extensive simulations in MATLAB using the ΣΔ toolbox, the values in Table 3 

were arrived at to obtain the best SQNR performance. 

Table 3 Noise transfer function parameters 

OSR 10 

Order (L) 5 

No of levels in quantizer  9 

NTFmax 3.36 

 

The NTF used in the design is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Figure 7 Noise transfer function 

A plot of the SQNR of the discrete-time system as a function of the input amplitude is 

shown in Fig. 8. From the figure, we can see that the modulator can provide a maximum 

SQNR of 76.1dB at input amplitude of -3dBFS. 
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Figure 8 SNR vs input amplitude of discrete-time system 

Once the NTF is known, the loop transfer function (LTF) of the modulator can be easily 

obtained using the following relation [17]: 

 
𝐿𝑇𝐹 =  

1

𝑁𝑇𝐹
− 1 (3.2)  

The corresponding loop transfer function is obtained as: 

 
𝐿𝑇𝐹 =  

2.253𝑧4 − 5.539𝑧3 + 5.727𝑧2 − 2.8𝑧 + 0.5389

𝑧5 − 4.387𝑧4 + 7.797𝑧3 − 7.016𝑧2 + 3.196𝑧 − 0.5899
 (3.3)  

Excess loop delay (discussed in section 5) is a real concern in CT sigma-delta 

modulators and it is good practice to incorporate compensation for the loop delay during 

the system design phase itself. Hence, in this work, an excess delay of 1 cycle is taken 

into account and the discrete time loop transfer function is modified by factoring out the 

delay ( 𝑧−1 ) term from the loop transfer function in equation (3.3) [6]. The modified 

loop transfer function to be implemented in the modulator is obtained as, 
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 𝐿𝑇𝐹 =  
2.253𝑧5 − 5.539𝑧4 + 5.727𝑧3 − 2.8𝑧2 + 0.5389𝑧

𝑧5 − 4.387𝑧4 + 7.797𝑧3 − 7.016𝑧2 + 3.196𝑧 − 0.5899
 (3.4)  

3.2 Impulse-Invariant transformation 

The input to a discrete-time modulator is sampled in nature and data transfer through the 

modulator happens at fixed instants in time controlled by a clock. In contrast, a 

continuous-time modulator, as its name suggests, processes data that is continuous in 

nature. However, the internal quantizer in the loop is clocked and there is a sampling 

action happening within the continuous-time modulator loop. This provides a means to 

obtain equivalence between a DT and CT modulators as described below [18]. 

 

H(s)

DAC

x(n)cVin Dout
x(t)

1/fsample

Break 

loop here

H(z)

DAC

x(n)dVin Dout

Break 

loop here

DAC H(z)
x(n)d

Dout
x(n)cx(t)

1/fsample

DAC H(s)
Dout

Open loop analysis

Discrete-time ∑∆ ADC Continuous-time ∑∆ ADC

x(n)d = x(n)c for equivalence  

Figure 9 Equivalence of discrete and continuous-time modulators 

Fig. 9 shows discrete-time and continuous-time modulator loops and the corresponding 

open loop structures obtained by breaking the loops at the DAC inputs. For the two 

loops to be identical, for the same input, the outputs of the two loops at the sampling 

instants should be the same. 
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 𝑥 𝑛 𝑑 = 𝑥 𝑡 |𝑡=𝑛𝑇𝑠  (3.5)  

The condition in equation (3.5) is satisfied if the impulse responses of the two loops in 

question are the same. Expressed in the frequency domain, this takes the form given by, 

 𝑍−1 𝐻 𝑧  = 𝐿−1 𝐻𝑑 𝑠 ∗ 𝐻(𝑠)  (3.6)  

where, Z
-1

 and L
-1

 stand for inverse Z and Laplace transforms respectively and Hd(s) 

represents the frequency response of the DAC in the feedback loop. 

In the time domain, equation (3.6) can be expressed as, 

  𝑛 =  𝑑 𝑡 ∗  𝑡  |𝑡=𝑛𝑇𝑠  (3.7)  

where, h(n), hd(t) and h(t) represent the impulse responses of the discrete-time loop 

filter, the DAC and the continuous-time loop filter respectively. 

Since the above principle is based on the impulse response being the same in the 

discrete-time and continuous-time structures, it is known as the impulse-invariant 

transformation. 

As can be seen from equations (3.6) and (3.7), the continuous-time loop filter to be used 

in the modulator is dependent on the impulse response of the DAC pulse used in the 

feedback loop. The most commonly used DAC pulses in continuous-time modulators are 

Non-Return to Zero (NRZ), Return to Zero (RZ) and Half-Return to Zero (HRZ). The 

impulse responses of the mentioned DAC pulses are shown in Fig. 10 [12]. 

t0 Ts

h(t)

NRZ

t0 Ts

h(t)

RZ

Ts/2 t0 Ts

h(t)

HRZ

Ts/2

Figure 10 NRZ, RZ and HRZ DAC pulses 
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Because of their inherent nature, the RZ and HRZ DAC pulses have more number of 

transitions on average in each clock cycle. As a result they are more susceptible to clock 

jitter than the NRZ DAC pulse shape. Hence, in this work, the NRZ DAC pulse is used 

for its better jitter robustness. 

It should be noted that these are not the only DAC pulse shapes possible. Pulse shapes 

such as exponential [19] and sinusoidal [20] have been reported in the literature.  

For the case of the NRZ DAC pulse, the impulse invariant transformation is available in 

MATLAB using the built-in function „d2c‟ [6]. Upon usage of this function, the 

corresponding continuous-time loop filter for the discrete-time transfer function in 

equation (3.4) is obtained as, 

 
𝐻 𝑠 =

2.253𝑠5 + 8.716𝑒9𝑠4 + 1.719𝑒19𝑠3 + 2.212𝑒28𝑠2 + 1.811𝑒37𝑠 + 7.57𝑒45

𝑠5 + 1.056𝑒9𝑠4 + 9.471𝑒17𝑠3 + 4.115𝑒26𝑠2 + 1.418𝑒35𝑠 + 1.88𝑒43
 (3.8)  

 

The procedure to obtain the loop transfer function, starting from the design of the NTF, 

is summarized below. 

1. Choose a high-pass filter transfer function for the NTF. The common filter types 

chosen are Butterworth, Chebyshev and Inverse-Chebyshev. When done in 

MATLAB, for a filter of order n, the resulting transfer function takes the form, 

 𝐻 𝑧 =
𝑏1 + 𝑏2𝑧

−1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛+1𝑧
−𝑛

1 + 𝑎2𝑧−1 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛+1𝑧−𝑛
 (3.9)  

For a noise transfer function to be realizable, 𝐻 ∞ = 1. To satisfy this 

condition, divide the transfer function 𝐻(𝑧) in equation (3.9) by 𝑏1. A good 

starting point for the stop-band of the NTF is the desired signal bandwidth. The 

zeros of the transfer function can be spread across the signal bandwidth to obtain 

optimum SQNR [21]. 

2. Choose values for the oversampling ratio (OSR) and quantizer resolution. 
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3. Simulate the modulator obtained using „simulateDSM‟ function of the ∑∆ 

toolbox. Use „ds_hann‟ and „calculateSNR‟ functions to obtain the SQNR. 

4. In case the SQNR obtained is not sufficient, go back to steps 1 & 2 and pick a 

higher stop-band frequency, OSR or resolution in the quantizer, and vice-versa if 

the SQNR is too high.  

5. Once the desired SQNR is obtained, use equation (3.2) to obtain the discrete-time 

loop transfer function from the NTF. 

6. Modify the loop transfer function to account for excess loop delay by factoring 

out 𝑧−𝑘  term, where 𝑘 is the amount of delay in the loop. 

7. Use the impulse-invariant transformation to convert the discrete-time loop 

transfer function to continuous-time, taking into account the shape of the DAC 

feedback pulse. 

3.3 Loop filter implementation  

Once the loop transfer function is obtained as shown in the previous section, the next 

step is the implementation of the transfer function using individual building blocks. In 

continuous-time sigma-delta modulators, the loop filters are generally implemented as a 

cascade of integrators or resonators comprised of biquads. The individual integrator or 

biquad sections can be connected together in two different configurations called 

feedback and feed-forward implementations. These two configurations are shown in Fig. 

11 and 12 for the case of a 3
rd

 order modulator with all the poles at DC (implemented 

with integrators). 

a1

s
a2

s
a3

s

kin

k1 k2 k3
H(s)

 

Figure 11 Feedback configuration 
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Figure 12 Feed-forward configuration 

As shown in Fig. 11, in a feedback implementation of the modulator, the zeros are 

implemented by the feedback to each node of the filter. The loop filter, with transfer 

function H(s), is shown in the figure within the dotted box. The advantage of the 

feedback topology is that it provides anti-aliasing of an order equal to the order of the 

loop filter. However, it needs multiple DACs in the feedback path and also tends to be 

power hungry. 

The feed-forward configuration, as shown in Fig. 12, uses feed-forward paths from the 

individual integrators to the quantizer to implement the zeros. The advantage with this 

configuration is that only one DAC is needed in the feedback path. Also, this 

architecture is more power-efficient when compared to the feedback based 

implementation. However, the feed-forward implementation only provides first order 

anti-aliasing filtering. Also, the signal transfer function shows peaking outside the signal 

band, which can lead to saturation in the modulator in the presence of blockers. The 

summing amplifier in front of the quantizer is present in the high frequency path and is 

very critical for stability. 

In both the feedback and feed-forward representations shown in Fig. 11 and 12 the poles 

are realized by integrators. Non-DC poles can be realized using resonators formed by 

biquad sections. In all these cases, as the bandwidth of interest in a modulator 

implementation increases, the power consumption in the amplifier within the integrators 
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or biquads rises to accommodate the higher frequency signals. Hence, in this work, the 

use of passive filters comprised of LC sections is explored.  

Also, the feedback architecture is used as compared to a feed-forward one for the 

following two reasons: 

1. The proposed LC filter has convenient feeding points to obtain low-pass and 

band-pass transfer functions. 

2. It avoids the summing amplifier that would be required in a feed-forward 

architecture case. With a sampling frequency of 2GHz, the summing amplifier 

can be a potential speed bottle-neck.  

A single-ended representation of the proposed loop filter with the feedback paths 

included is shown in Fig. 13. 

R1 C1

L1

α1 α2

R2

L2

α4

C2

α3

R3

α5

C3

α0

Iin
gm2 gm3

Vo

Vfb

Figure 13 Proposed loop filter 

The loop transfer function of the filter in Fig. 13 is given by, 
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 𝑉𝑜 𝑠 

𝑉𝑓𝑏  𝑠 
= 𝛼0 +

𝛼5 𝐶3 

𝑠 + 𝜔3

+
𝑔𝑚3 𝐶3 

𝑠 + 𝜔3
.

1

𝑠2 + 𝑠  
𝜔2
𝑄2

 + 𝜔2
2

.  𝑠  
𝛼4

𝐶2
 + 𝑅2𝜔2

2 𝛼3 + 𝛼4  

+
𝑔𝑚3 𝐶3 

𝑠 + 𝜔3
.

𝑔𝑚2𝑅2𝜔2
2

𝑠2 + 𝑠  
𝜔2
𝑄2

 + 𝜔2
2

 .
1

𝑠2 + 𝑠  
𝜔1
𝑄1

 + 𝜔1
2

.  𝑠  
𝛼2

𝐶1
 

+ 𝑅1𝜔1
2 𝛼1 + 𝛼2   

(3.10)  

where, 𝜔1 =
1

 𝐿1𝐶1

 (3.11)  

 𝜔2 =
1

 𝐿2𝐶2

 (3.12)  

 𝜔3 =
1

𝑅3𝐶3
 (3.13)  

 𝑄1 =
𝜔1𝐿1

𝑅1
 (3.14)  

 𝑄2 =
𝜔2𝐿2

𝑅2
 (3.15)  

By comparing the transfer function of the loop filter shown above and the desired filter 

response obtained earlier in equation (3.8) the coefficients can be obtained. 

The parameters of the modulator obtained after performing the comparison mentioned 

above are shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4 Modulator component values 

α0 0.45 L1 100nH L2 100nH 

α1 20μ C1 35.6pF C2 31.4pF 

α2 2.58m R1 33Ω R2 51Ω 

α3 6.20m gm2 100mS gm3 40mS 

α4 3.84m R3 2kΩ C3 2.4pF 

α5 3.16m     

 

A representation of the complete modulator with the loop filter, quantizer and the 

feedback DACs is as shown in Fig. 14. 
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Figure 14 Modulator implementation 
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The model of the system built in the simulink environment of MATLAB is shown in Fig 

15. 

3.4 Simulation-based synthesis 

In the previous section, it was shown how to obtain the parameters of the sigma-delta 

modulator by using the desired and theoretical loop transfer functions and comparing the 

corresponding coefficients. This process was made simple by the existence of a built-in 

function in MATLAB for the special case of the NRZ pulse shape chosen. For other 

pulse shapes, the process is not as straight-forward. In such cases, the simulation-based 

synthesis method proposed in [12] can be used. A brief explanation of the method is 

given below. 

The method is based on the fact that the loop in a sigma-delta modulator is a linear time-

invariant system. Hence the output response of the loop is composed of a natural 

response and a forced response [12]. 

The natural response is determined primarily by the denominator (poles) of the transfer 

function.  These poles and their quality factors can be obtained from the corresponding 

DT poles using the impulse-invariant transformation using [12], 

 𝑧𝑝 = 𝑒𝑠𝑝  (3.16)  

where, zp and sp denote the DT and CT poles, respectively. 

Once the pole locations are obtained, these can be mapped into component values for the 

2
nd

 order sections using, 

 
𝜔 =

1

 𝐿𝐶
 (3.17)  

 
𝑄 =

𝜔𝐿

𝑅
 (3.18)  

Similarly, for the first order section, we get, 
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𝜔 =

1

𝑅𝐶
 (3.19)  

Once the individual 2
nd

 order and 1
st
 order sections of the loop are determined, what 

remains to be found are the coefficients that form the different feedback paths to give the 

entire loop transfer function. This is what determines the forced response of the system.  

The loop filter is composed of six independent paths from the DAC input to the input of 

the quantizer (5 feedback paths and the fast path for stability). Since this is a linear 

system, the impulse response of the entire system will be the linear sum of the impulse 

responses of the individual paths mentioned above. The impulse response of each path 

can be found by exciting the loop with an impulse by enabling only the required path 

with a coefficient of 1 and setting the other coefficients to 0. A simulation setup in 

MATLAB to obtain the coefficients is shown in Fig. 16 for the 1
st
 feedback path. 



 

  2
7

 

Figure 15 MATLAB model of system 



 

  2
8

 

 

Figure 16 MATLAB coefficient extraction setup 
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Let the response obtained by this step for the 1
st
 path is denoted by 1 𝑚 , 𝑚 denoting 

the sampling instants. Similar responses can be obtained for each of the individual paths 

and let they be denoted by 𝑛(𝑚). Let the required coefficients in the feedback path be 

denoted by [𝛼0, 𝛼1, 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝛼5]. As mentioned above, the net impulse response of the 

system,  𝑚 , is the linear sum of the above obtained responses and is given by, 

 

 𝑚 =  𝛼𝑛𝑛(𝑚)

5

𝑛=0

 (3.20)  

By the impulse invariant transformation, this response should be equal to the response of 

the desired equivalent discrete-time system. The discrete-time impulse response can be 

easily obtained from the z-domain loop transfer function 𝐻(𝑧) in equation (3.4). Let this 

impulse response be denoted by 𝑑(𝑚). By equating the two sets of values, we obtain a 

system of linear equations given by, 

 𝛼00 𝑚 + 𝛼11 𝑚 + 𝛼22 𝑚 + 𝛼33 𝑚 + 𝛼44 𝑚 

+ 𝛼55 𝑚 = 𝑑 𝑚 , 𝑚 → 1 − 6 
(3.21)  

By rearranging the equations (3.21) and using matrix algebra, we can solve for the 

coefficients [𝛼0 , 𝛼1 , 𝛼2, 𝛼3, 𝛼4, 𝛼5]. 
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 (3.22)  

3.5 Modeling in Verilog-A 

In the previous section, design of the sigma-delta modulator at the system level in 

MATLAB was shown. The next step in the implementation process is the design of the 

individual blocks at the circuit level and verification of the modulator at circuit level. 

This is usually done using spice simulations in Cadence. However, the simulations at 
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this stage tend to be much time-consuming and debugging of issues, if any, becomes 

difficult. An intermediate step here can be the building of a behavioral model for the 

system using ideal elements in the Cadence environment.  Now system simulations can 

be performed more easily with circuits of the individual blocks replacing the ideal ones 

in the behavioral model. 

In building the ideal model in Cadence, while elements of the passive filter and 

transconductance elements can be easily obtained from the basic devices available in the 

component library, more complex blocks like quantizers are not readily available. These 

components were modeled in this work using hardware description language Verilog-A 

[22]. The schematic of the system built in Cadence with Verilog-A models included is 

shown in Fig. 17.  



 

 

  3
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Figure 17 Cadence schematic of the system 
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3.6 Results 

A behavioral model of the system was built in MATLAB using simulink. The output 

obtained from a simulation of the system is shown in Fig. 18. The input is a -3dBFS sine 

wave (the input amplitude for maximum SQNR as shown in Fig. 8) at 19.53MHz and the 

SNR is computed over a bandwidth of 100MHz. 

 

Figure 18 Output spectrum from ideal behavioral model 

The closed loop transfer functions from the input to different points in the loop filter 

were obtained using simulink. An illustration of the loop filter with the different points 

annotated and the closed loop transfer function results are shown in Fig 19 and 20 below 

respectively. 
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Figure 19 Loop filter 

It can be seen from Fig 20 that out-of-band signals can have a gain of up to 10dB at node 

A in the loop filter. Care needs to be taken that this does not result in saturation in the 

filter stage. 

 

Figure 20 Closed loop transfer functions

A B C D E 
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4. MODELING OF NON-IDEALITIES 

In section 3, the design for the sigma-delta modulator was performed at the system level 

using SIMULINK and Verilog-A in Cadence. The design process then assumed that all 

the components used in the loop are ideal and will behave exactly as assumed in the 

model. However, in the real world, this is not the case and various non-idealities are 

associated with the different elements in the loop. We will have a look at some of the 

major deviations from the ideal model in this section. 

4.1 Non-idealities in the transconductors 

4.1.1 Non-linearity in the transconductors 

The proposed architecture in this work utilizes passive elements in the signal path to 

obtain the filtering action. However, a sufficient amount of gain is still needed in the 

forward path and active circuits are used for this purpose. In contrast to passive elements 

that are inherently linear, active circuits exhibit non-linearity and in the case of a 

transconductor, this non-linear relationship between input voltage and output current can 

be expressed as,  

 𝑖 = 𝑔𝑚 . 𝑣 + 𝑔𝑚 ,3 . 𝑣3  (4.1)  

where, 𝑖 is the output current of the transconductor, 𝑣 is the input voltage of the 

transconductor, 𝑔𝑚  is the linear transconductance and 𝑔𝑚 ,3 is the third order non-linear 

transconductance. 

Only odd-order non-linearities are considered here, since the circuit will be implemented 

in a differential manner eliminating even-order disturbances. 

Since the transconductor element gm2 in Fig. 19 does not have any gain in the signal path 

before it, any non-linearity introduced by the transconductor, when reflected back to the 

input, will appear without any attenuation. This non-linearity will then directly appear at 

the output due to the feedback action. Hence, the transconductor gm2 needs to have 
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stringent linearity requirements. In contrast, the signal received by the transconductor 

gm3 has already been amplified in the loop filter (with gain gm2R2) and hence its non-

linearity is not as critical. In this work, an inter-modulation distortion (IM3), in a two-

tone test, of 70dB is targeted.  

Using equation (4.1) to model the non-linearity in the two transconductors, system 

simulations were performed in MATLAB. IM3 specifications for each of the blocks 

were derived to obtain an overall system IM3 of 70dB. The specifications derived are as 

shown in Table 5: 

Table 5 Transconductor non-linearity specifications 

Transconductor IM3 specification 

(dB) 

gm2 68.5 

gm3 54.5 

 

4.1.2 Excess phase in the transconductors 

In the model of the transconductors considered so far, it is assumed that they have the 

same value of transconductance over all frequencies. In reality, there are finite 

impedances and capacitances within the transconductance circuit implementations and 

these tend to introduce one or more poles. In this work, the transconductors are modeled 

as single-pole systems and the output current is hence given by, 

 𝑖 =
𝑔𝑚

1 +
𝑠
𝜔𝑝

. 𝑣 
(4.2)  

where, 𝜔𝑝  represents the dominant pole of the transconductance block. 

The primary effect of poles within the transconductance block is due to their phase 

characteristic that tends to introduce additional delay in the signal path. Since the sigma-

delta modulator is a closed loop system, excess delay due to these blocks can cause the 
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loop to become unstable. Hence, we need to make sure that the poles are at high enough 

frequencies so that this is not an issue. 

The effect of excess phase was modeled by using an RC network ahead of the ideal 

transconductance block. The transconductance model incorporating both non-linearity 

and excess phase is as shown in Fig. 21. 
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vin iout
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Figure 21 Transconductor model 

After several time-domain simulations of checking the system for stability, the dominant 

poles of the transconductors were obtained as shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 Transconductor excess phase specifications 

Transconductor Dominant pole 

(MHz) 

gm2 300 

gm3 500 

 

4.1.3 Output capacitance 

The transconductors when implemented at the transistor level finally will have finite 

values of parasitic capacitance at the output nodes. The capacitance of transconductor 

gm3 will cause a shift in the pole frequency of the 3
rd

 stage of the filter. The external 
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capacitor needs to be tuned to compensate for this output capacitance. In the case of 

transconductor gm2, the output capacitance appears in parallel with resistance R2. It was 

observed that high value of this capacitance produces peaking in the output spectrum of 

the modulator. This is illustrated in Fig. 22 where a capacitance of 3.5pF was used on the 

output nodes. 

 

Figure 22 Output spectrum with peaking 

In the presence of a blocker signal in the input around the peaking frequency, the 

modulator can become unstable. Even in the absence of a blocker, higher values of 

capacitance can cause the quantization noise to rise significantly due to the peaking to 

cause instability. To avoid this phenomenon, a value of 2pF for the output capacitance 

was arrived at to have some margin in the design. 

4.2 Non-idealities in the DAC 

4.2.1 Element mismatch 

As discussed in section 3, high performance sigma-delta modulators use multi-bit 

internal quantizers to reduce the quantization noise power. However, the use of a multi-
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bit quantizer necessitates the use of a multi-bit DAC in the feedback path. These multi-

bit DACs are generally implemented as a summation of many unit elements and 

mismatch between these unit elements results in non-linearity being introduced at the 

output of the DAC. The output of the DAC enters the modulator loop at the same point 

as the input. Hence any non-linear components introduced at the output of the DAC 

appear directly along with the signal at the output and degrade the performance of the 

modulator. 

There have been various methods reported in the literature, collectively called Dynamic 

Element Matching (DEM) techniques, to compensate for the non-linearity of the DACs. 

The essential idea in all these methods is to pre-process the digital data from the 

quantizer before applying it to the input of the DAC. This digital data processing has two 

effects [12]: 

1. It makes sure that any error introduced by the DAC is no longer correlated to the 

input signal. Hence, the error that would have manifested itself as non-linear 

tones at the output gets converted to white noise. 

2. Some of the techniques also tend to shape the mismatch-error introduced by the 

DAC out of the signal band thus reducing their damaging effect. 

Some of the popular digital pre-processing techniques are DWA (Data Weighted 

Averaging) [23], ILA (Individual Level Averaging) [24]. 

Another way to compensate for the non-linearity of the DACs is to use analog 

calibration on the individual unit elements [25]. In this method, each of the unit elements 

is compared to an ideal reference and any existing error in the unit element is corrected. 

When calibration is used, the number of unit elements in the DAC is more than that 

actually required. This ensures that unused unit elements of the DAC can be calibrated 

while ensuring continuous operation with the other elements of the DAC.  

In this work, calibration is used to combat non-linearity in the feedback DACs. 
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4.2.2 Output resistance of the DAC 

The feedback DACs are implemented in current-mode and they connect to different 

points in the LC filter-section as shown in Fig 14. Since the output resistance of the 

DAC elements appears in parallel with the resistance element in the filter section, a low 

value of output resistance would degrade the gain in the forward path (at low 

frequencies) and raise the noise floor of the quantization noise in the output spectrum. 

Hence, a minimum value needs to be maintained for the output resistance in the DACs. 

Using time-domain simulations in MATLAB, the value shown in Table 7 was obtained 

for the output resistance. 

Table 7 DAC output resistance specification 

Output resistance 25kΩ 

 

4.3 Quantizer non-idealities 

4.3.1 Excess loop delay  

Excess loop delay is a unique problem in continuous-time modulators because of the fact 

that the feedback waveform is continuous in nature and any delay in the feedback path 

changes the feedback into the loop filter. In this modulator, NRZ pulse shape is used for 

the feedback DAC and hence delay in the quantizer will appear as excess loop delay. 

Hence, a half clock period (250ps) delay each is assigned to the quantizer and feedback 

DAC and the 1 clock cycle delay is later compensated. In this work, a novel method is 

used to overcome the effect of excess loop delay. This and a couple of other methods 

reported in the literature will be discussed in detail in section 5. 

4.3.2 Offset voltage 

In sigma-delta modulators, errors associated with the quantizer are noise-shaped the 

same way as quantization noise and in general, are not critical. However, in high-order, 
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high-resolution implementation, care needs to be taken to make sure that the quantizer 

non-idealities do not limit performance.  

In a quantizer, presence of an offset can be considered as a change in the threshold level 

and hence additional quantization error is introduced. Also, in a multi-bit quantizer, the 

individual comparators will each have a random offset voltage. Hence, the transfer 

function of the quantizer is no longer a straight line and the quantizer adds distortion to 

the output. These effects tend to reduce the signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) 

of the modulator. 

A Monte-Carlo simulation of the modulator was performed with the offset voltage of the 

comparators being considered as random variables. The input signal in this simulation is 

a -9dBFS signal (half of the maximum stable amplitude). The variation of the SNR with 

offset voltage is shown in Fig. 23. At each value of offset voltage, 10 different 

simulations were performed. In Fig. 23, all the obtained SNR values are plotted and the 

minimum SNR values are shown connected by a solid line.  

 

Figure 23 Monte-Carlo simulations for offset voltage of comparators 
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From Fig. 23, it can be concluded that, to keep SNR degradation due to offset voltage 

less than 2dB, the standard deviation of the offset voltage needs to be 4mV or smaller. 

4.4 Clock jitter 

Nyquist-rate and discrete-time sigma-delta ADCs are sampled-data systems. Hence any 

error in the sampling process appears together with the input to the ADC and degrades 

the SNR directly. However, in continuous-time sigma-delta modulators, the sampling 

occurs in the quantizer which is present after the loop filter. Hence, any errors 

introduced at this point due to sampling have the same transfer function to the output as 

the quantization noise and are hence noise-shaped outside the signal band.  

Since oversampled converters are closed-loop systems, there is feedback to the input of 

the system and this feedback action is also controlled by the same clock used in the 

quantizer. Hence the effect of clock jitter needs to be considered at the input of the loop 

as well. Discrete-time modulators are insensitive to jitter at the input to the system 

because of their sampled nature. As long as the signal settles to the required accuracy 

within the clock period, any jitter in the feedback clock does not introduce any errors. 

However, in the case of continuous-time modulators, any timing error in the feedback 

signal is equivalent to an error in the feedback signal [12]. Since the transfer function 

from the feedback signal to the output is the same as the input, this error appears at the 

output without any attenuation. 

The jitter noise power at the output of a continuous-time modulator is dependent on the 

shape of the DAC feedback pulse. This can be seen in Fig. 24 where the feedback 

waveform shapes in the case of NRZ, RZ and HRZ type feedback pulses [18] for the 

same modulator digital output are shown. 

In Fig. 24, the digital pattern being considered is shown at the top of the figure. The 

effect of clock jitter is to change the point in time at which the feedback signal is applied 

at the input. The feedback applied between the ideal and jittered time instant manifests 
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itself as error applied at the input. This is shown by the shaded regions in each of the 

feedback pulses in Fig. 24.  
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Figure 24 Effect of clock jitter on different feedback DAC pulses 

Since the error due to clock jitter is injected into the modulator only during the feedback 

signal edges and the NRZ pulse shape has lower number of transitions compared to the 

RZ and HRZ shapes, the NRZ feedback shape is more tolerant to clock jitter. This is 

further quantified by the relations for the in-band error powers given by [12], 

 
𝜎𝑁𝑅𝑍

2 =
1

𝑂𝑆𝑅
 
𝜎𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑇𝑠
 

2

𝜎𝑑𝑦
2  (4.3)  
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𝜎𝑅𝑍

2 =
2

𝑂𝑆𝑅
 
𝜎𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑇𝑜
 

2

𝜎𝑦
2 (4.4)  

where, 𝑂𝑆𝑅 is the oversampling ratio, 𝜎𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟
2  is the variance of clock jitter, 𝑇𝑠  is the 

clock period, 𝑇𝑜  is amount of time for which feedback is activated in RZ case, 𝜎𝑦
2 is the  

variance of the digital output signal, y(n), of the modulator and 𝜎𝑑𝑦
2  is the variance of the 

signal (y(n) – y(n-1)). 

The improvement in signal-to-jitter noise ratio when NRZ feedback is used in place of 

RZ can be obtained by taking the ratio of equations (4.3) and (4.4) [12] and is given by, 

 
𝑆𝐽𝑁𝑅𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑑𝐵 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔 

𝜎𝑅𝑍
2

𝜎𝑁𝑅𝑍
2  = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔  2.  

𝑇𝑠

𝑇𝑜
 

2

.
𝜎𝑦

2

𝜎𝑑𝑦
2   (4.5)  

Hence, in this work NRZ feedback is used to avoid degradation of SNR due to clock 

jitter. 

4.4.1 Modeling jitter 

To study the effect of clock jitter at the system level, the simplest method is to replace 

the ideal clock by a jittered clock with the required rms jitter power. However, this can 

increase the simulation time significantly because the simulation now has to account for 

clock edges that vary randomly around the ideal value. Hence, a different approach is 

necessary in this case [26]. 

When jitter is present in the feedback signal, the error introduced is in reality an error in 

the amount of charge fed into the loop filter. This error charge is given by the area in the 

jitter period in the current-time waveform. The same effect can be obtained by changing 

the signal amplitude by constant amount over the entire clock period to produce the 

same error charge. The required change in the signal amplitude is given by, 

 
𝑒𝑗 ,𝑁𝑅𝑍 𝑛 =  𝑦 𝑛 − 𝑦 𝑛 − 1  .

∆𝑡(𝑛)

𝑇𝑠
 (4.6)  
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This is shown pictorially in Fig. 25 [12]. 
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Figure 25 Modeling effect of clock jitter 

The approach shown in equation (4.6) can be used to model the effect of jitter in a 

continuous-time sigma-delta modulator. The fact that the simulation now uses ideal 

clock edges once again helps to reduce the simulation time. The MATLAB model used 

to study the jitter phenomenon is shown in Fig. 26. 
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Figure 26 Clock jitter model in MATLAB 
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The model shown in Fig. 26 was used to study the effect of jitter on the proposed 

modulator by adding different amounts of jitter to the clock and noting the change in the 

SNR at the output. The result obtained is shown in Fig. 27. From the figure, we can see 

that to maintain the SNR in the presence of jitter above 70dB, we need a clock source 

with an RMS jitter less than 0.25ps. 

 

Figure 27 SNR as a function of clock jitter 

4.5 Non-ideal inductor 

The inductors used in this work would be fabricated outside the chip but within the 

package itself. This inductor would have non-idealities of its own and these were taken 

into account by using a quality factor of 20 and a self-resonant frequency of 1.6GHz. 

The model of the real inductor is shown in Fig. 28. 
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Figure 28 Non-ideal inductor 

4.6 Thermal noise 

Apart from the non-idealities described earlier, thermal noise in the circuits also needs to 

be taken into consideration. In this section, thermal noise specifications for the blocks 

will be obtained.  

The resolution of the modulator in this work is targeted at 11 bits. This implies a signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of 68dB. Assigning equal weights to thermal noise and the sum of 

other noise sources, we obtain a signal-to-thermal noise ratio of 71dB. To give some 

margin in the design, a target of 72dB is used. Since the differential input signal is 

250mVpeak, the above SNR value leads to an rms noise value of 44µV. 

The loop filter with the different noise sources from the first stage is shown in Fig. 29. 

Noise sources of the stages ahead are not considered because they are attenuated by the 

gain factor gm2R2. 
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Figure 29 Noise sources in the loop filter 

The input referred noise power spectral density is given by, 

 
𝑣𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

2 =
1

𝑔𝑚1
2  𝑖𝑛 ,𝑅1

2 + 𝑖𝑛 ,𝐷𝐴𝐶1
2 +

𝑣𝑛 ,𝑅𝐿
2

𝑅1
2 + 𝑖𝑛 ,𝐷𝐴𝐶2

2  1 +
𝑠𝐿1

𝑅1
 

2

+
𝑣𝑛

2

𝑅1
2
 𝑠2𝐿1𝐶1 + 𝑠𝑅1𝐶1 + 1 2  

(4.7)  

where, 𝑖𝑛 ,𝑅1
2 =

4𝑘𝑇

𝑅1
 (4.8)  

 𝑖𝑛 ,𝐷𝐴𝐶1
2 = 4𝑘𝑇  

2

3
𝑔𝑚  (4.9)  

 𝑖𝑛 ,𝐷𝐴𝐶2
2 = 4𝑘𝑇  

2

3
𝑔𝑚  (4.10)  

 𝑣𝑛 ,𝑅𝐿
2 = 4𝑘𝑇𝑅𝐿  (4.11)  

The values of the various circuit elements in equation (4.7) and Fig. 29 are given in 

Table 3. Using the given values and picking a value of 200mV for the vd,sat of the current 

sources implementing the DACs, the input-referred noise contributions from the various 

blocks for a differential implementation are obtained as shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8 Input referred RMS noise values 

Block RMS noise 

Resistor R1 10.5μV 

Inductor resistor RL 3.3μV 

DACs 22.8μV 

Transconductor gm2 36μV 

 

4.7 Variation of pole locations 

The loop filter pole locations in discrete-time modulators are set by ratios of capacitors 

and hence can be defined with good accuracy. However in continuous-time modulators 

they are either set by RC products or gm/C ratios and can vary by as much as ±30%. In 

this work, the pole locations are set by LC products and are subject to the same 

variations. To assess the behavior of the modulator in presence of component variations, 

simulations of the modulator were performed where the values of L and C were varied 

from about -10% to 30%. The SNR of the modulator obtained under these conditions is 

shown in Fig. 30.  

 

Figure 30 SNR variations with change in values of L and C 
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From Fig. 30, we can see that the SNR at the default values of L and C (as shown by the 

arrow) is 69.8dB. As the values of L and C increase, the poles move to lower frequencies 

and the noise shaping of the loop becomes less optimum and hence the SNR reduces as 

seen in Fig. 30. On the other hand, reductions in the L and C values move the poles to 

high frequencies and provide better noise shaping for a while. But soon the modulator 

becomes unstable and SNR drops drastically. For the current work, we can see that this 

happens when the L and C values reduce by about 5%.  

Similarly, the pole in the 3
rd

 stage of the filter is defined by the RC product in that stage. 

Variation of SNR of the modulator with variation in the R and C is shown in Fig. 31. 

 

Figure 31 Variation of SNR with change in the R & C values of 3
rd

 stage 

We can see from Fig. 31 that when the value of the capacitor increases by more than 4%, 

the modulator can become unstable. 

To counter the effects of change in pole locations due to variations in component values, 

we need to be able to tune the values of the components to obtain the desired poles. In 

this work, this is accomplished by implementing the capacitor as a capacitor bank 

controllable by a digital code. 
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4.8 Results 

The non-idealities discussed in this section were incorporated into the ideal behavioral 

model of the system in MATLAB. The output obtained for the same input conditions 

used earlier in section 3 (-3dBFS sine wave at 19.53MHz) is shown in Fig. 32. 

 

Figure 32 Output spectrum of modulator with non-idealities 

The output of a two-tone simulation to observe non-linearity is shown in Fig. 33. The 

inputs in this case are 2 -9dBFS sine waves at 87.9MHz and 92.8MHz, close to the 

signal bandwidth of 100MHz. 
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Figure 33 Two-tone simulation of modulator with non-idealities 
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5. EXCESS LOOP DELAY 

Excess loop delay (ELD) is a non-ideality that is unique to continuous-time (CT) sigma-

delta modulators. ELD is caused due to the fact that the feedback pulse cannot be fed 

back instantaneously after the sampling instant due to delays in the quantizer and 

feedback DACs. This is not an issue in discrete-time sigma-delta modulators since they 

are sampled-data systems and only the final value of the settled waveforms are of 

interest. In multi-bit continuous-time modulators, if any linearization techniques like 

Dynamic Element Matching (DEM) are used to compensate for mismatches in the 

DACs, the additional delay aggravates the problem of ELD. 

5.1 Effect on stability 

Fig. 34 shows a typical continuous-time sigma-delta modulator loop, where τd represents 

the excess delay in the loop. 
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Figure 34 Continuous-time sigma-delta modulator with excess loop delay 

Fig. 35 shows the effect of such a delay on the feedback pulse in the system. 
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Figure 35 Feedback pulse in a modulator with excess loop delay 
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It was shown in section 3 that every continuous-time sigma-delta modulator can be 

transformed into an equivalent discrete-time one which has the same impulse response at 

the sampling instants by means of the impulse invariant transformation. From Fig. 35, it 

can be seen that the effect of the delay is that the feedback pulse is extended beyond the 

current sampling period. It has been shown that this alters the equivalence between the 

designed continuous-time modulator and corresponding discrete-time system [27]. In 

particular, this increases the order of the loop and can lead to instability. 

5.2 Compensation Techniques 

Various techniques have been reported in the literature to compensate for the effect of 

excess loop delay in continuous-time sigma-delta modulators and guarantee stability of 

the modulator. A few of them are noted below. 

5.2.1 Compensation using a direct path around the quantizer 
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DAC2

 

Figure 36 Loop delay compensation with direct path around quantizer 

In the previous page, it was mentioned that the excess delay in the loop disturbs the 

equivalence between the continuous-loop and the corresponding discrete-time loop. Put 

another way, the impulse response of the continuous-time and discrete-time loops are no 

longer the same. By inclusion of the extra DAC as shown in Fig. 36, we are striving to 

once again make the impulse response of the continuous time loop, the same as that of 

the desired discrete-time loop. 
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The compensating action of the extra DAC is illustrated in the Fig. 37 for the special 

case where the excess delay is one complete clock cycle [28]. 
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Figure 37 Principle of direct path compensation scheme 

5.2.2 Compensation using a digital differentiator 

The disadvantage of the compensation scheme discussed in the last section is that it adds 

a new summing amplifier in the feedback path. If this summing block has a significant 

delay by itself, it can become a bottleneck for loop stability and hence significant power 

must be burnt in the summer for fast operation. 

A typical way to implement the loop filter in continuous-time sigma-delta modulators is 

using a cascade of integrators. In this case, if the quantizer is preceded by an integrator, 

the compensation for ELD can be simplified from the previous scheme by moving the 

additional feedback input from the output of the last integrator to its input. In this case, 

since the feedback signal sees an integration operation before being sampled, it must 

first be differentiated. Since the feedback is implemented by means of switched currents, 
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differentiation can be easily obtained by simple addition of 2 currents. The sequence of 

obtaining this type of compensation is shown in Fig. 38 [6]. 
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Figure 38 Principle of digital differentiator compensation scheme 

The continuous-time modulator with the above compensation scheme incorporated in the 

loop is shown in Fig. 39. Note that for stability, the delays introduced must meet the 

condition [29], 

 𝜏𝑑 +  𝜏𝑑
′  ≤ 1

𝑓𝑠
  (5.1)  
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Figure 39 Modulator with digital differentiator based loop compensation 

It must be noted that the methods described above are just a couple of the schemes found 

in literature to compensate for ELD. A good description of the effects and compensation 

techniques for ELD can be found in [27]. Also, [29] gives a good comparison of the 

above described and some more additional techniques to compensate for ELD in 

continuous-time modulators. 

5.3 Proposed compensation technique 

In the current modulator design, because of the high signal bandwidth targeted, the 

sampling frequency is a high value of 2GHz. Hence, excess delay in the loop is a real 

concern and compensation for the loop delay must be designed carefully. As mentioned 

in section 3.1, a loop delay of 1 clock cycle (500ps) is accounted for in the design and is 

equally divided between the quantizer and the DAC. Compensation on the lines of 

scheme described in the section 5.2.1 would need a very high GBW summing amplifier 

leading to significant power dissipation. Hence, every effort was made to use a 

compensation scheme that would not need any additional summing amplifier in the 

feedback loop. 

From section 3, it is seen that the last stage of the loop filter is realized by a 

transconductance stage feeding current into an RC filter. The fact that the input of the 
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quantizer has an RC section is used to realize the direct feedback path in voltage mode 

using a resistive-capacitive voltage divider. The crux of the scheme for a single bit of the 

multi-bit feedback is shown in Fig. 40. 
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Figure 40 Proposed loop delay compensation scheme 

The derivation of the values of the resistors and capacitors in the above architecture to 

satisfy system requirements is shown below. 

Let „k‟ be the feedback coefficient from each bit back to the input of the quantizer. Also, 

let 

 
𝑍𝑐 = 𝑅𝑐 ||𝐶𝑐 =

𝑅𝑐

1 + 𝑠𝑅𝑐𝐶𝑐
 (5.2)  

 
𝑍3 = 𝑅3||𝐶3 =

𝑅3

1 + 𝑠𝑅3𝐶3
 (5.3)  

Since this work uses a 9-level quantizer, we have 
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𝑘′ =
𝑘

𝑉𝑑𝑑
=

𝑍𝑐
7 ||𝑍3

𝑍𝑐
7 ||𝑍3 + 𝑍𝑐

 (5.4)  

Substituting the definitions above for 𝑍𝑐  and 𝑍3 and simplifying, we get 

 

𝑘′ =
𝑅3

𝑅𝑐 + 8𝑅3

 
1 + 𝑠𝐶𝑐𝑅𝑐

1 + 𝑠
𝑅𝑐𝑅3

𝑅𝑐 + 8𝑅3
 𝐶3 + 8𝐶𝑐 

  (5.5)  

At low frequencies near DC where the resistances dominate the impedances over the 

capacitors, we can simplify the above equation to 

 
𝑘′ =

𝑅3

𝑅𝑐 + 8𝑅3
 (5.6)  

Simplifying the above, we get 

 𝑅3

𝑅𝑐
=

𝑘′

1 − 8𝑘′
 (5.7)  

Similarly, at high frequencies where the capacitors dominate, performing similar 

calculations, we get 

 𝐶𝑐

𝐶3
=

𝑘′

1 − 8𝑘′
 (5.8)  

We can show that when the elements 𝑅𝑐 , 𝑅3, 𝐶𝑐  and 𝐶3 satisfy the relations given above, 

the pole and zero in equation (5.5) are at the same frequency and hence the feedback is 

constant over all frequencies. 

Let the 3-dB frequency of the 3
rd

 stage of the filter be 𝑓3𝑑𝐵 , and the equivalent resistor 

and capacitor be 𝑅𝑒𝑞  and 𝐶𝑒𝑞  so that 
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𝑓3𝑑𝐵 =

1

2𝜋𝑅𝑒𝑞𝐶𝑒𝑞
 (5.9)  

The equivalent impedance seen by the transconductance element in the 3
rd

 stage is given 

by 

 
𝑅𝑒𝑞 =

𝑅𝑐

8
||𝑅3 (5.10)  

 𝐶𝑒𝑞 = 8𝐶𝑐 + 𝐶3 (5.11)  

Using the relations derived between 𝑅𝑐 , 𝑅3 , 𝐶𝑐  and 𝐶3, we can simplify the equations 

(5.10) and (5.11) to, 

 𝑅𝑒𝑞 = 𝑘′𝑅𝑐  (5.12)  

 
𝐶𝑒𝑞 =

𝐶𝑐

𝑘′
 (5.13)  

In summary, knowing the desired 3-dB frequency of the filter and the feedback 

coefficient from the quantizer, we can obtain the values of the elements forming the 

feedback network as shown, 

 
𝑅𝑐 =

𝑅𝑒𝑞

𝑘′
 (5.14)  

 𝐶𝑐 = 𝑘′𝐶𝑒𝑞  (5.15)  

 
𝑅3 =

𝑅𝑒𝑞

1 − 8𝑘′
 (5.16)  

 𝐶3 =  1 − 8𝑘′ 𝐶𝑒𝑞  (5.17)  

In the current design, the value of the feedback coefficient, 3-dB frequency of the filter 

and hence the values of the passive elements are given in Table 9. 
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Table 9 Loop delay compensation circuit parameters 

k 0.9/8 Rc 32kΩ 

f3dB 33.15MHz R3 4kΩ 

Req 2kΩ Cc 0.15pF 

Ceq 2.4pF C3 1.2pf 

 

The sizing of the transistors implementing the switches was done as a compromise 

between having small resistance for good settling and presenting a small load to the 

previous stage for easier driving capability. The buffers for the switches were 

implemented with CML logic for high-speed operation. 

The compensation scheme discussed in this section was included in the sigma-delta 

modulator designed in section 3. The output spectrum of the modulator for identical 

input conditions used earlier (-3dBFS at 19.53MHz) is shown in Fig. 41. 

 

Figure 41 Output spectrum with proposed loop delay compensation  
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6. SUMMARY 

In sections 3-5, a sigma-delta modulator able to digitize the required signal bandwidth of 

100MHz was designed and the building blocks modeled with their corresponding non-

idealities. In this section, the specifications obtained for the individual blocks will be 

summarized and the entire system will be shown. 

6.1 Specifications 

The block diagram of the entire system is shown once again for reference in Fig. 42. 

This representation also includes the loop delay compensation as proposed in section 5. 
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Figure 42 Modulator implementation with proposed loop compensation 

The values of the components in the system are given in Table 10. 
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Table 10 Component values 

DAC1 0 L1 100nH L2 100nH 

DAC2 5.16m C1 35.6pF C2 31.4pF 

DAC3 12.4m R1 33Ω R2 51Ω 

DAC4 7.68m gm2 100mS gm3 40mS 

DAC5 6.32m R3 4kΩ C3 1.2pF 

gm1 30mS Rc 32kΩ Cc 0.15pF 

 

The specifications for the individual blocks are listed in Tables 11 through 14. 

Table 11 Transconductor specifications 

Parameter gm2 gm3 

Value 100mS 40mS 

IM3 68.5dB 54.5dB 

Dominant pole 300MHz 500MHz 

Input-referred noise 

density 

4.3nV/√Hz 21.5nV/√Hz 

 

Table 12 DAC specifications 

Parameter Value 

Output resistance 25kΩ 

Delay 250ps 

Calibration accuracy 70dB 
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Table 13 Quantizer specifications 

Parameter Value 

No of levels 9 

Delay 250ps 

Offset voltage (standard 

deviation) 

4mV 

 

Table 14 Clock specifications 

Parameter Value 

Frequency 2GHz 

Jitter 0.25ps 

 

The complete model of the system in MATLAB including the effect of clock jitter is 

shown in Fig. 43. Similarly, the complete system implemented in Cadence using the 

proposed loop delay compensation method is shown in Fig. 44. The schematics of the 

individual blocks, namely DAC implementation, loop delay compensation circuit and a 

CML-to-CMOS converter [30], are shown in figures 45, 46 and 47 respectively. 
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Figure 43 MATLAB model of complete system with clock jitter  
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Figure 44 Cadence schematic of the complete system with proposed loop delay compensation 
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Figure 45 DAC implementation 
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Figure 46 Loop delay compensation circuit 
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Figure 47 CML-to-CMOS converter 
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6.2 Results 

The output spectrum obtained from the simulation of the complete system for an input of 

-3dBFS at 19.53MHz is shown in Fig. 48. 

 

Figure 48 Output spectrum from complete system simulation 

The output for a two-tome simulation to test linearity is shown in Fig. 49. 
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Figure 49 Two-tone simulation at complete system level 

The performance achieved by the designed system is summarized in Table 15. 

Table 15 System performance 

 Specification Result 

Bandwidth 100MHz 100MHz 

SNDR 68dB 69.6dB 

IM3 70dB 71.9dB 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis work, a continuous-time sigma-delta modulator capable of digitizing 

signals over a bandwidth of 100MHz with a resolution of 11bits was presented. The 

various design variables available at the system level for optimization were highlighted 

and the ∆∑ toolbox from MATLAB was used to perform the noise transfer computation. 

A novel loop filter composed of passive LC elements was proposed and the filter 

components designed based on the noise transfer function. Non-idealities of the various 

components in the modulator were then built into the ideal models to obtain 

specifications for the various building blocks. The problem of excess loop delay in 

continuous time sigma-delta modulators was highlighted and various compensation 

techniques available in literature highlighted. A method of compensating loop delay in 

the proposed loop filter was shown.  

7.1 Future work 

A couple of approaches to improve on the work presented in this thesis are noted below. 

The poles in the proposed loop filter are realized using inductors and capacitors. High 

frequency poles can be more readily realized using these components in an area efficient 

manner. Hence, they are suitable for wider bandwidth modulators with poles of the loop 

filter spread across the bandwidth of interest. This can be further explored. 

In the current work, the resolution of the modulator is limited primarily by the jitter of 

the clock signal in the feedback path. Approaches to mitigate the effect of jitter in the 

modulator need to be explored.  
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APPENDIX A 

VERILOG-A CODES 

A.1 Verilog-A code for quantizer 

// VerilogA for Proj, 9level_quant_norm, veriloga 

`include "constants.vams" 

`include "disciplines.vams" 

module Ninelevel_quant_norm_diff(inp,inm,clk,d7,d6,d5,d4,d3,d2,d1,d0); 

input inp,inm,clk; 

output d7,d6,d5,d4,d3,d2,d1,d0; 

electrical inp,inm,clk,d7,d6,d5,d4,d3,d2,d1,d0; 

real dp1,dp2,dp3,dp4,dn1,dn2,dn3,dn4; 

real signal; 

parameter real Delay = 0 from [0:inf); 

parameter real Fullscale = 0.4 from (0:1]; 

analog begin 

// Initiate output to mid-scale value 

@(initial_step)  

begin 

 dp1 = 1; 

 dp2 = 1; 

 dp3 = 1; 

 dp4 = 1; 

 dn1 = 0; 

 dn2 = 0; 

 dn3 = 0; 

 dn4 = 0; 
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end 

// Make decision on rising edge of clk 

@(cross(V(clk),+1))  

begin 

 signal = V(inp) - V(inm); 

 if (signal>(7.0*Fullscale/8)) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 1; 

   dp2 = 1; 

   dp3 = 1; 

   dp4 = 1; 

   dn1 = 1; 

   dn2 = 1; 

   dn3 = 1; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<=(7.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal>(5.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 1; 

   dp3 = 1; 

   dp4 = 1; 

   dn1 = 1; 

   dn2 = 1; 

   dn3 = 1; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<=(5.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal>(3.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 
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   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 1; 

   dp4 = 1; 

   dn1 = 1; 

   dn2 = 1; 

   dn3 = 1; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<=(3.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal>(1.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 0; 

   dp4 = 1; 

   dn1 = 1; 

   dn2 = 1; 

   dn3 = 1; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<=(1.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal> (-1.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 0; 

   dp4 = 0; 

   dn1 = 1; 

   dn2 = 1; 

   dn3 = 1; 
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   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<= (-1.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal> (-3.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 0; 

   dp4 = 0; 

   dn1 = 0; 

   dn2 = 1; 

   dn3 = 1; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<= (-3.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal> (-5.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 0; 

   dp4 = 0; 

   dn1 = 0; 

   dn2 = 0; 

   dn3 = 1; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end 

 else if ((signal<= (-5.0*Fullscale/8)) && (signal> (-7.0*Fullscale/8))) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 0; 
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   dp4 = 0; 

   dn1 = 0; 

   dn2 = 0; 

   dn3 = 0; 

   dn4 = 1; 

  end  

 else if (signal<= (-7.0*Fullscale/8)) 

  begin 

   dp1 = 0; 

   dp2 = 0; 

   dp3 = 0; 

   dp4 = 0; 

   dn1 = 0; 

   dn2 = 0; 

   dn3 = 0; 

   dn4 = 0; 

  end 

end 

// Assign values to output nodes 

V(d7) <+ transition(dp1,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d6) <+ transition(dp2,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d5) <+ transition(dp3,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d4) <+ transition(dp4,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d3) <+ transition(dn1,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d2) <+ transition(dn2,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d1) <+ transition(dn3,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(d0) <+ transition(dn4,Delay,5p,5p); 

end 

endmodule 
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A.2 Verilog-A code for DAC driver 

// VerilogA for Proj, DAC_3bit, veriloga 

`include "constants.vams" 

`include "disciplines.vams" 

module 

DAC_3bit_diff(cp1,cp2,cp3,cp4,cn1,cn2,cn3,cn4,clk,p1,p2,p3,p4,n1,n2,n3,n4,fastp,fastn

); 

input cp1,cp2,cp3,cp4,cn1,cn2,cn3,cn4,clk; 

output p1,p2,p3,p4,n1,n2,n3,n4,fastp,fastn; 

electrical cp1,cp2,cp3,cp4,cn1,cn2,cn3,cn4,clk,p1,p2,p3,p4,n1,n2,n3,n4,fastp,fastn; 

parameter real Delay = 0 from [0:inf); 

parameter real DACHi = 1 from (0:inf); 

parameter real DACLo = -1 from (-inf:0]; 

real dp1,dp2,dp3,dp4,dn1,dn2,dn3,dn4,fp,fn; 

analog begin 

@(initial_step) 

begin 

 dp1 = 0; 

 dp2 = 0; 

 dp3 = 0; 

 dp4 = 0; 

 dn1 = 1; 

 dn2 = 1; 

 dn3 = 1; 

 dn4 = 1; 

end 
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// No delay between DAC and ADC 

@(cross(V(clk),1)) 

begin 

 dp1 = V(cp1); 

 dp2 = V(cp2); 

 dp3 = V(cp3); 

 dp4 = V(cp4); 

 dn1 = V(cn1); 

 dn2 = V(cn2); 

 dn3 = V(cn3); 

 dn4 = V(cn4); 

 fp = (V(cp1) + V(cn1) + V(cp2) + V(cp3) + V(cp4) + V(cn2) + V(cn3) + 

V(cn4))*2.0;    // Generate fast path signals 

 fn = (8 - (V(cp1) + V(cn1) + V(cp2) + V(cp3) + V(cp4) + V(cn2) + V(cn3) + 

V(cn4)))*2.0;  // Generate fast path signals 

end 

 

V(p1) <+ transition(dp1,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(p2) <+ transition(dp2,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(p3) <+ transition(dp3,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(p4) <+ transition(dp4,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(n1) <+ transition(dn1,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(n2) <+ transition(dn2,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(n3) <+ transition(dn3,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(n4) <+ transition(dn4,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(fastp) <+ transition(fp,Delay,5p,5p); 

V(fastn) <+ transition(fn,Delay,5p,5p); 

end 

endmodule  
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APPENDIX B 

MATLAB CODE 

B.1 MATLAB code to synthesize loop filter 

% Variables 

OSR = 10; 

order = 5; 

nlev = 8; 

 

% Highpass filter for NTF 

Rstop = 90;  

[b1,a1] = cheby2(order,Rstop,1/(1.5*OSR),'high'); 

 

% Ideally place zeros spread across signal bandwidth. 

% To keep values of passive components reasonable, choosing  

% high frequency zeros here. 

 

b1 = conv([1 -.9],conv([1 -2*0.88*cos(2*pi*80e6/2e9) 0.88^2],... 

    [1 -2*0.92*cos(2*pi*80e6/2e9) 0.92^2]));  

 

ntf1 = filt(b1,a1,1); 

ntf1 = zpk(ntf1); 

 

% Plot NTF 

 

ntf_mag = bode(ntf1,pi); 

bodemag(ntf1) 

grid on; 

s = sprintf('Max NTF gain = %4.3f \n',ntf_mag); 

text(0.15,12,s); 

 

%%%%% To obtain SNR at various amplitudes %%%%% 

 

N = 8192; % No of points in the FFT 

fB = ceil(N/(2*OSR)); % Signal bandwidth 

f = 200; % Input tone 

 

amp1 = [-90:5:-15 -12 -10:0]; 

 

npoints = length(amp1); 

snr1 = zeros(1,npoints); 
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maxsnr = snr1(1); 

inp_maxsnr = amp1(1); 

 

for i=1:npoints 

   ampl = 10^(amp1(i)/20); 

   u = ampl*(nlev-1)*sin(2*pi*f/N*[0:N-1]); 

   v = simulateDSM(u,ntf1,nlev); 

   spec = fft(v.*ds_hann(N))/(N/4); 

   snr1(i) = calculateSNR(spec(1:fB),f); 

   if snr1(i)>maxsnr 

       maxsnr = snr1(i); 

       inp_maxsnr = amp1(i); 

   end 

end 

 

figure 

plot(amp1,snr1,'b-d') 

grid on; 

s = sprintf('Max SNR = %4.1fdB @ %5.1fdB input\n',maxsnr,inp_maxsnr); 

text(-80,60,s) 

 

%%%%% Discrete to continuous transformation %%%%% 

 

ntf1 = filt(b1,a1,1/2e9); 

ntf1 = zpk(ntf1); 

 

%%%%% Loop filter computation from NTF %%%%% 

 

L1 = filt(1,1,1/2e9) - inv(ntf1); 

[b1,a1]=tfdata(-L1,'v'); 

 

%%%%% Compensate for 1 cycle loop delay %%%%% 

 

for i=1:5 

b2(i)=b1(i+1); 

end 

 

b2(6)=0; 

L2 = tf(b2,a1,1/2e9); 

 

d2c(L2); % Continuous-time loop filter 
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